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Brief of Pro Se Amicus Curiae Robert Cramer

To: Justice Antonin Scalia

Your Honor: I hope you are doing well and all of
your family.

Now to the business at hand:

I am submitting a brief of "A Friend of the
Court" concerning gay peoples right to legal marriage.
I really consider the paper a brief of "Friends of the
United States Populace." That is how I see it in my
vision.

I chose you to send it to... because:

1. The few briefs that I have read on
Supreme Court cases originating from
you, portrayed a fair man of reason that
is not easily swayed by the "fads" of the
moment.

2. You are considered the conservative
"bulwark" of the Court and... if I can
convince you with Constitutional and
moral reason... some of God's people will
be freed.

3. I love the United States of America... I
love the Country's people... I love the
Constitution.
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4. I have no other reasons to submit this.

I humbly ask you to review this Brief. For I see
it as nothing more than "freeing" a group of United
States citizens who are very similar to the group that
Martin Luther King and Andrew Young dedicated
their lives to securing freedom for.

I consider those two men the bravest men in
American history! There is no Constitutional reason to
deny these people, citizens, their Constitutionally
guaranteed freedom any longer.

One more thing... I have thoroughly researched
the law books of our country's founding God... and I
determine He requires their freedom... also.

Humbly yours,

Robert J. Cramer
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Dear Supreme Court Justices and citizens of the
United States of America...

I start with a prayer:

Dear beautiful and holy God... I have studied
your words for years... never did I find you, giving
permission for your people to "take away" rights from
peaceable inhabitants in their lands... I am sure you
never intended anything like that. So... beautiful
sweetness... I ask you to remove the blinders from
these people.

Love, Amen!

Dear Esteemed Justices:

I present my plea on the basis of one written
holy document... The Constitution of the United States
of America... need we say more?

I... was born free! My mind growing up and
finally realizing... I lived in the greatest country of the
Earth's entire history! I shout freedom from the
mountains and the seas!!! Hallelujah!

And as I got older... I was saddened to realize...
I had neighbors... born in the same country as I... who
were not born free... I wept.

I looked closely at them... No legal defects could
I find... They paid taxes and voted, loved and lived... I
was blind to the defect, the legal defect... I could not
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see.

They were under the same legal burdens as I...
but... for some unknown, unseen reason, unlike me...
they were not free. My only conclusion... there must be
"an evil" about... blinding good men.

And... how could I?... teach you great ones an
interpretation of the Constitution? Methinks that
would be a fools game. For I... am an ordinary citizen...
just like them! I would hate my rights denied!... or
taken away.

So I take to my knees and beg you... for them...
free my neighbors, my fellow citizens!... for this is the
Land of the Free!

Love,

Robert Cramer
a.k.a Eagle Mind

The Constitution Definitely...
Separates...

Religion and Government...
EagleMind   2-15
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For if you thoroughly amend your way and your
doings; if ye thoroughly execute judgement between

a man and his neighbor; if ye oppress not... the
stranger, the fatherless, and the widow, and shed
not... innocent blood... In this place, neither walk

after other gods... to your hurt: Then... will I... cause
you... to dwell in this place... in... the land that I...

gave... to your fathers... for... ever and ever!

Jeremiah
7:5-7

Respectfully submitted,

Robert Cramer
342 Rose Avenue
Macon, GA 31204
478-538-5621
grooverhead@gmail.com
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